
After an emotional 2016, mood starts off on the same 
foot in 2017! The label is very pleased to officially 
announce a partnership with the two times Formula 
E world champion, Sébastien Buemi. The new am-
bassador will help spread the brand’s renown world-
wide. Two special collections have been made in his 
honour.

Swiss professional racing driver, Sébastien Buemi, and 
mood have formed an official alliance. The start to the 
New Year sees not so much a partnership, as a marriage 
of passions, between two times Formula E (electric) world
contemporary interchangeable rings. Two collections, 

including a limited edition of individually numbered 
pieces, have been created to honour the Swiss driver.

The romance began in 2016. At first contact, the charm 
instantly started working its magic. The brand saw its 
own values of perseverance, discipline and passion re-
flected in Sébastien and his day-to-day life. Be it in his 
daily work, or top-level sports achievements, it’s all the litt-
le details that make the difference. This ethos resonated 
strongly with mood, the thinking behind each addon (ring) 
being based on the same philosophy. The ex-Formula 
1 driver, for his part, also identified with the brand, lite- 
rally falling under the spell of the ‘full carbon’ model for its 
androgynous, futuristic, no-frills design representing the 
brand’s DNA. His choice makes perfect sense due to the 
material’s widespread use in the racing cars he drives. 
Sébastien Buemi’s fascination with the model was vital 
for mood, given the company’s desire to work only with 
celebrities fully cognizant of its work and specifically 
Swiss know-how. Mood is delighted to embark on a new 

«Mood is a highly innovative Swiss ring brand that lets you change the 
colour and material according to your mood. I immediately fell in love 
with the concept and am delighted to embark on this partnership with 
mood. We share the same values and I’m very happy to wear the ring on 
and off the track.» Sébastien Buemi



adventure alongside an ambassador who will bring the 
brand great international renown.

The special collections 
Formule E
To launch this collaboration, two collections have been 
especially created in honour of Sébastien Buemi. The first 
is a limited edition of individually numbered pieces, which 
is currently under production and will consist of part of 
the car in which the Swiss driver became Formula E world 
champion. Each ring will be unique, comprising a carbon 
construction. Although all pieces present an authentic, 
original, futuristic design, they will each vary in some de-
tail. Some will be solid black, the colour of carbon, while 
others will sport the colourful Formula E stickers of the 
Renault e.dams team. A little piece of the ultra-elite racing 
world is now at your fingertips.

Silver Argent MARK-1 Sébastien Buemi

The second collection is an unlimited edition of addons 
crafted in silver and engraved to resemble two drops of 
water clinging to a tyre, but not just any old tyre! It was 
designed to replicate the exact profile of the tyres on 
Sébastien Buemi’s car, and does so to strikingly realis-
tic effect. Made using the lost wax procedure, each ring 
bears the traces and irregularities specific to this tech-
nique in a procedure that makes every piece even more 
unique. The highly masculine, sophisticated design of this 
addon is certain to be a big success with many a racing 
fan. Available on a standard or black base, the ring is 
perfect for a masculine clientele.

Sébastien Buemi
Sébastien was born on 31 October 1988 in Aigle in the canton of Vaud. 
Drawn to motor sports from a very early age, he soon felt very much at 
ease behind the steering wheel of his racing cars. After scooping the 
Swiss and European kart racing championships, he went on to take se-
cond in the Formula BMW world championship in 2005. He caught the 
eye of the Red Bull team who got him to make his Formula 3 Euroseries 
debut in the following year. His dazzling ascent continued until he suc-
ceeded in his ambitions to drive in Formula 1 for Toro Rosso in 2009. It 
was to mark the start of a new life. In 2012, he embarked upon endurance 
racing with the Toyota team. At the same time, Renault e.dams sat him 
behind the wheel in the brand new Formula E championship. He then 
became world champion of the category in 2015 and scooped the title 
again in 2016.

Mood
Mood is an innovative ring design based on a revolutionary concept: 
with a simple twist, a plain steel ring can be transformed into a jewel-
like object through the addition of a detachable addon. Crafted in nu-
merous versions, the central piece gives rise to many different possible 
compositions. The baseline «Choose your mood» thus invites wearers to 
change rings to suit their mood! Aside from its web distribution activities, 
the brand has also opened three mood stores since October 2015: Orbe, 
Martigny and Barcelona last December.

Follow us on social media
www.facebook.com/mood.collection
www.instagram.com/mood_swissring
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